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HIGHLIGHTS

thermal energy storage is modeled in an optimization framework.
• AA sorption
energy system operating in different market mechanisms is analyzed.
• Thereference
storage increased the system profits at the presence of balancing markets.
• Similarly,
the market potential of other innovative technologies can be analyzed.
•
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Sorption thermal energy storage (STES) has the potential to have higher energy densities and lower thermal
losses compared to conventional thermal storage technologies, and it can contribute to increase the energy grid
flexibility and the penetration of intermittent and distributed energy sources. However, STES is a technology still
under research, and system-scale investigations are necessary to determine its potential in future energy systems.
In this regard, the objective of this work is to investigate the STES potential in a reference energy system
interacting with different energy markets. The system consists of a geothermal doublet supplying thermal energy
to an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) and to a district heating network that satisfies the thermal energy demand of a
residential neighborhood. A techno-economic optimization of the energy system is carried out using mixed
integer linear programming. The optimization aims at finding the optimal STES size and system operational
behavior that maximizes the yearly profits from selling the ORC energy to the energy markets. Among the main
results, it is found that the STES integration increased the overall system profits by 41% in the scenario where
the ORC interacted with the UK day ahead market (2017 data), and with two UK balancing services: the capacity
market, and the short term operating reserve. In conclusion, this work highlights how a thermal storage technology still under research could become an asset under specific market conditions. Future policy mechanisms
can benefit from similar analyses and foster the integration of new technologies into the energy grid.

1. Introduction
The increasing energy requirements of human society [1] and anthropogenic global warming [2] are among the main drivers for a
transition towards sustainable energy systems, based on renewable
energy sources such as solar and wind, in which anthropogenic CO2
emissions are reduced [3]. The fluctuating nature of solar and wind will

⁎

require a higher degree of flexibility, in which energy production and
usage can be spatially and temporarily decoupled. In this regard,
thermal energy storage can be beneficial as thermal energy accounts for
most of the final energy use in European households [4] and industry
[5]. Different thermal storage solutions are nowadays studied whose
storage capability can range from short-term to seasonal heat storage,
and costs are competitive in the market [6].
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Abbreviations

Description [Unit]
number of STES units [–]
buildings number [–]
universal gas constant [J/(mol∙K)]
specific heat capacity [J/(kg∙K)]
particle diameter [m]
mass flow [kg/s]
capacity market price [€/(kW∙y)]
STOR market availability price [€/(MW∙h)]
water vapor pressure [Pa]
simulation timesteps [–]
heat recovery unit effectiveness [–]
reaction enthalpy [J/molH2O]
reaction entropy [J/(molH2O∙K)]
relative humidity [%]
objective function [€]
pressure losses [Pa]
annuity factor [–]
cost [€]
energy [MWh]
interest rate [–]
axial length [m]
molar mass [kg/mol]
normalized net present value [–]
net present value [€]
power [MW]
revenues [€]
temperature [°C]
volume [m3]
mixing ratio [–]
water vapor concentration [mol/m3]
mass flow fraction [–]
lifetime [years]
price [€/MWh]
time [s]
velocity [m/s]
porosity [–]
efficiency [–]
viscosity [Pa∙s]
stoichiometric coefficient [–]

CAPEX
CM
DAM
DHN
HG
HR
HX
LCOS
MILP
OPEX
ORC
STES
STOR

capital expenditure
capacity market
day ahead market
district Heating Network
main heating grid
heat recovery unit
heat exchanger
levelized cost of storage
mixed integer linear programming
operating expense
organic Rankine cycle
sorption thermal energy storage
short term operating reserve market

Subscripts and superscripts
a
amb
AP
cap
d
del
dry
eq
fix
hum
max
min
reac
Res
rt
s
sat
sl
sp
UP
v

Given the current evolution of energy systems, the future energy
grid will arguably consist of different energy conversion units, mostly
non-dispatchable. The assessment of the most promising storage technologies entails thorough techno-economic analyses and optimization
studies, encompassing different operating scenarios and remuneration
schemes for the energy suppliers. Techno-economic analyses and optimization studies have been already applied to multi-energy systems,
and mixed integer linear programming (MILP) has been widely used as
optimization approach. The MILP approach, as other optimization approaches, aims at minimizing or maximizing an objective function by
selecting the value of the optimization variables, which are also
bounded by optimization constraints. For instance, studies investigated
the capability of the energy network at a country-level to deal with the
coexistence of intermittent production sources and cogeneration plants
[7]. Micro-grids as stand-alone systems [8], interacting with the main
grid [9], and their ability to provide market services such as reliability
and flexibility [10] have also been studied within a MILP framework.
Concerning electrical storage, different battery technologies have been
investigated for community energy storage and market service provision [11] or for profit maximization of renewable energy systems [12].
Regarding thermal energy storage, the conversion of electricity into

air
ambient
availability price
capacity
desorption
deliquescence
drying
equilibrium
fixed
humidification
maximum
minimum
reaction
residual
return
sorption
saturated
salt
supply
utilization price
water vapor

heat and cold energy to increase grid flexibility has been studied [13].
Finally, also the integration of seasonal heat storage at district level has
been investigated for increasing the amount of renewable heat supply
[14].
Although heat storage is expected to have an important role in these
future optimized energy systems, the future potential of advanced
thermal energy storage (TES) technologies such as latent [15] or
sorption [16] heat storage in different systems and market scenarios has
not yet been extensively investigated. The main reason thereof is that
the technology readiness level (TRL) of these technologies is relatively
low, and several scientific challenges still need to be overcome. Concerning sorption thermal energy storage (STES), which is based on
storing thermal energy in a reversible reaction, the main challenges are
still at material- and prototype-scale. In particular, suitable materials
with, among the main requirements, a sufficiently high energy density,
stability, and cyclability are still a matter of research. Salt hydrates
[17], pure adsorbents such as zeolites [18], silica gel [19], aluminophosphates and silico-aluminophosphates [20], metal organic frameworks [21], and composite materials [22] are being thoroughly investigated to find promising candidates that meet the abovementioned
conditions. Moreover, challenges at prototype-scale such as
2
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(4.1), the objective function and the problem optimization constraints
(4.2). Section 5 presents the results of the analysis. First, the major
highlights and results overview for all the scenarios are shown (5.1).
Then, each scenario in which the STES is included in the optimal solution is individually addressed and discussed (5.2–5.4). Finally, in
Section 6, the main conclusions of this work are presented.

improvement of heat and mass transfer in sorption reactors [23] and
prevention of components corrosion [24] are also under investigation.
However, beside the extensive research at material- and prototypescale, techno-economic analyses involving sufficient technological
knowledge are crucial to have consistent and physics-based insights
that, in turn, can lead to the optimal integration of new technologies in
future energy systems. For instance, these analyses can provide essential insights required for the creation of favorable market conditions by
policy makers and market stakeholders. This is especially true for
technologies that are still under development, with a low TRL, or that
have a niche market.
In light of this, the aim of this work is to investigate, within a MILP
framework, the economic impact of an open solid sorption thermal
energy storage in a reference energy system that operates in different
energy markets. The reference energy system is inspired by an existing
installation in Belgium and consists of a main heating grid (HG) that
extracts the thermal energy from a geothermal doublet, and supplies it
to a low temperature district heating network (DHN) and an organic
Rankine cycle (ORC). The impact of a STES on the energy system yearly
profit is assessed for different storage sizes in the presence of different
market mechanisms. The electricity markets considered in this work are
the Belgian day ahead market (2013 data), and the UK market (2017
data). The Belgian market has been selected because the location of the
existing geothermal doublet is in Belgium. The additional investigation
on the UK market has been carried out due to the presence of various
balancing services that could make the integration of energy storage
profitable.
Two main contributions are present within this manuscript. The first
contribution is a STES formulation within the MILP framework taking
also into account the specific technological aspects of this storage type.
The second contribution is an assessment of the economic benefits of
adding an innovative thermal storage technology within different economic frameworks. Sorption heat storage is a technology still under
research. Therefore, it is essential to understand its future competitivity
in the energy network and to focus the scientific research on the most
critical issues and main challenges for the integration of this technology
in the market. In particular, this work investigates the benefits of a
STES for an energy producer to operate simultaneously in different
energy markets, i.e. the retail market and balancing services, in order to
maximize the yearly profits.
The current work is divided into six main sections (Fig. 1.1). Section
2 introduces the reference energy system (2.1), the energy markets
(2.2), and the different scenarios investigated in this work (2.3). Section
3 focuses on the modelling methodology and describes the different
system components, with special focus on the STES. Section 4 presents
the optimization framework by introducing the optimization variables

Paper Conceptual Map

2. Reference energy system
2.1 General description
2.2 Energy markets
Belgium

S1

S2

UK

S3

2.3 Scenarios

2. Reference energy system
In this section the main components of the reference energy system
are described (2.1). Then, the energy market mechanisms that are being
investigated are defined (2.2) and the different scenarios in which the
reference energy system is operating are shown (2.3).
2.1. General description
In this section, a general overview of the reference energy system is
presented. The details and assumptions about every system component
are given in Section 3. The reference energy system and the interaction
between the different components is displayed in Fig. 2.1. The system
consists of a deep geothermal doublet delivering thermal energy to a
main medium-temperature heating grid (HG) with a supply temperature of 114 °C. Two main consumers are connected. The first consumer
is a low-temperature district heating network (DHN) with a supply
temperature of 55 °C, supplying a neighborhood with thermal energy
for space heating and domestic hot water, which has priority as heat
consumer. In Section 3 (Table 3-1), the single energy system components are described more in detail. The second consumer is an organic
Rankine cycle (ORC), which can produce electricity from the remaining
fraction of mass flow in the geothermal plant that is not used for providing the demand of the DHN. Within this energy system, a STES
consisting of several modular units is integrated. The STES size (the
number of modular units) is varied in order to find the optimal STES
size for every scenario that maximizes the yearly system profit. A key
point of this work is to investigate the impact of different energy
markets, in which the reference energy system is operating. Different
market mechanisms can provide additional revenues and make the use
of the STES more or less profitable. The aim of the optimization is to
assess the optimal STES size and its role as flexibility provider while
maximizing the overall system profit during a year of operation and
respecting the main system constraints such as guaranteeing the energy
provision to the DHN. At every moment in time, part of the energy from
the main heating grid can be used to satisfy the thermal energy demand
from the DHN ( fDHN ), for the electricity production with the ORC
( fORC ), or for charging (desorption) the STES ( fSTES ). The STES could
partially satisfy the DHN demand when the ORC is making high

3. Reference energy system
components

3.1 Doublet + heating grid

5.1 Results overview

3.2 DHN

5.2 – 5.4 Scenarios

3.3 ORC
3.4 STES

4. Optimization Framework
S4

5. Results

4.1 Optimization variables
4.2 Objective function and
optimization constraints
Fig. 1.1. Conceptual map of the manuscript structure.
3

S2

S3

S4

6. Discussion and conclusions
6.1 Discussion on main
assumptions and
parameters choice

6.2 Conclusions
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Fig. 2.1. Top: Reference Scenario. 1: Main heating grid (HG). 2: Geothermal doublet. 3: Organic Rankine cycle. 4: Low temperature district heating network (DHN).
5: Sorption thermal energy storage (STES).

revenues in selling electrical power to the energy markets. Therefore,
the mass flow fraction used by the ORC to produce electrical power at a
specific moment can be increased. The optimization problem consists of
selecting the water mass flow fractions from the heating grid to the
three energy consumers ( fDHN , fORC , fSTES ,) at every time step.

of them.
2.2.1. Day ahead market (DAM)
The day ahead market is a traditional market mechanism in which
consumers and producers establish the electricity price one day ahead
of the delivery. Within this market, the ORC can sell electricity with the
principle of tariff arbitrage. Therefore, the ORC tries to sell as much
electricity as possible when the price pDAM is high.

2.2. Energy markets
Energy markets and balancing services are numerous and differ
among countries and among each other in terms of availability in time,
remuneration schemes, and technical requirements of the electricity
producers to operate in a specific market. Among the typical technical
requirements for an electricity producer there is the minimum installed
capacity, a minimum delivery time during which the committed capacity has to be constantly delivered, and the generator response time.
The latter, for a balancing service, is a crucial parameter. Balancing
services for the grid frequency control require response times typically
within one second while services for fast reserve of active power typically require response times in the order of few minutes.
In this work, several energy market mechanisms in Belgium and UK
have been considered. The reason why the Belgian market has been
selected is that the deep geothermal doublet is inspired by an existing
installation in Mol (BE). Moreover, the aggregated thermal energy demand profile of the DHN represents an existing urban district located in
Genk (BE). For the investigated Belgian market, the data from 2013
have been used due to their availability. The reason why the UK region
has been selected is that in UK there are various balancing market
mechanisms that remunerate the energy producers with additional or
higher revenue streams for the provision of flexibility. For the UK
markets investigated in this work, the most recent available data (2017)
have been used.
Three main market mechanisms are investigated. The day ahead
market (DAM), a market that is always active, in which the electricity
price is set according to the forecasted energy demand and production;
the capacity market (CM), a UK compensation mechanism based on the
yearly committed capacity of a generation unit that has to be available
during stressful events (e.g. unforeseen availability of a producer); and
the short term operating reserve (STOR), a UK balancing service that is
used to fill the gap between the forecasted demand required by the grid
and the actual demand. In this work, when multiple market mechanisms are active in the same scenario, the ORC can sell the energy to all

2.2.2. Capacity market (CM)
The Capacity Market (CM) [25] is a mechanism that provides a
predictable yearly revenue stream for a generation unit. The generation
unit is compensated for committing its capacity to the national grid for
a predefined amount of years. In exchange for the yearly compensation,
the unit is committed to generate during stressful grid events (CMevent), otherwise penalties are faced. A stressful event might arise due
to e.g. an unforeseen availability of a generator, and the national grid
might not have sufficient production resources to fulfill the forecasted
demand, already including other balancing services. There has not been
a CM-event since 2016 in the UK grid [26]. Within this work, the
clearing price ( pCM ) of the 2016 CM market auction is used [27], 22.5
€/(kW∙year), and shown in Table 2-1. Moreover, a CM-event is imposed
into the optimization model on January 5th. In this work, the revenues
from the CM market depend on how much power the ORC delivers to an
energy market during the CM-event. For example, if during the CMevent, the ORC produces an electric power of 1 MW and sells the energy
to a market (DAM or STOR), an additional yearly revenue stream of
22,500 € is produced.
2.2.3. Short term operating reserve (STOR)
The Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR) [28] is a balancing service used in UK at certain times of the day in order to provide extra
Table 2-1
Short term operating reserve and Capacity market parameters.
Parameter

Value

Unit

pCM
pSTORAP

22.5
4.76

€/(kW∙year)
€/(MW∙h)

pSTORUP

4

168.64

€/(MWh)
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capacity in case that the forecasted electricity demand is higher than
the actual demand or in case of unforeseen unavailability of generators.
The service is typically active during two time windows of the day to
address the morning and evening peaks. The time interval of each
window can vary depending on whether it is a business or weekend day.
Moreover, the availability windows vary over the year according to six
periods, hereafter referred as “STOR seasons”. Currently, this market is
open to generators with a capacity of 3 MW or larger. However, aggregated contracts can be possible, and lower capacity units can operate
together to meet the minimum capacity requirement. The compensation system of the STOR balancing service consists of two parts. The
generator is compensated, with an availability price ( pSTORAP ), for
committing a certain capacity to the service, even if it is not used.
Moreover, in case the generator is called to generate, it will be compensated, with a utilization price ( pSTORUP ), for the generated electricity.
In this work, the average availability and utilization prices for 2017 are
used [29] and shown in Table 2-1. It has to be remarked that the
availability price ( pSTORAP ) compensates the producer for the committed
power in every time window (i.e. €/(MW∙h)) while the utilization price
( pSTORUP ) compensates the producer for the energy effectively sold in a
time window (i.e. €/(MWh)).
The optimization model in this work is a deterministic model.
Therefore, a utilization profile of the generation unit has to be known a
priori. In order to do so, a probability to generate is calculated for every
time window based on the amount of days present in the STOR season
and the amount of days in which the service has been effectively used
by the electricity grid in that STOR season [29]. With that, a probability-based generation profile for the STOR service is produced. In
this work, it is assumed that the generator (ORC) is always able to
provide the committed capacity to the STOR market. However, in a real
case scenario, there might be energy delivery failures from an energy
producer due to various reasons (i.e. technical issues).

3.1. Geothermal doublet and heating grid
The deep geothermal doublet and main heating grid relevant
parameters are based on an existing installation in Mol, Belgium [30]. It
is assumed that the doublet will deliver a fixed thermal power at a
constant temperature of 125 °C throughout the whole year. Due to this
assumption, in the modeling framework, the doublet will not be directly
simulated. The thermal energy is then transferred to a heating grid
through a heat exchanger in which the heating grid supply (THG, sp ) and
return temperatures (THG, rt ) are 114 °C and 70 °C, respectively, and a
fixed mass flow (mHG ) of 161 kg/s is used (Table 3-1).
3.2. Low temperature district heating network (DHN)
A 4th generation district heating network [31] has been assumed in
the reference scenario. It is defined as a thermal energy system able to
satisfy the thermal energy needs of low energy buildings with low
temperature heat sources. In terms of operating temperatures, a supply
temperature (TDHN , sp ) of 55 °C and a return temperature (TDHN , rt ) of
30 °C have been assumed (Table 3-1). The DHN thermal energy demand, PDHN , has been inspired from an urban district in Genk (BE),
consisting of approximately seven thousand buildings (Fig. 3.1). A tool
based on the work of Remmen et al. [32] and De Jaeger et al. [33],
available also in van der Heijde [34], which includes building models
taking into account the building type (detached, semi-detached, terraced), geometry and the year of construction, together with a stochastic occupancy model [35], has been used to estimate the aggregated demand of the abovementioned urban district. For this work,
the aggregated profile has been scaled down so that the DHN thermal
energy demand can be satisfied in every period of the year with the
assumed mass flow rate of the main heating grid (mHG ), leading to a
maximum deliverable power of approximately 29.65 MW and corresponding to the maximum heating demand of approximately 1200
dwellings. Based on the stochastic occupancy model, the heating temperature set point can vary within the interval between 15 °C and 20 °C.
The DHW demand supply temperature at the building level is assumed
at 55 °C and the mains temperature at 10 °C. The heating demand has
been determined using the data from a typical meteorological year from
a weather station of Uccle (BE), representative for the Belgian climate.
It has to be remarked that the typical meteorological year does not
represent a specific year, but it is the result of using historical data to
produce typical conditions for 12 representative months [36]. Therefore, in this work, the heating demand is based on the typical meteorological year data, while the price signals are specific for one year
(2013 for Belgium and 2017 for UK).

2.3. Scenarios
The reference energy system presented in Section 2.1 is investigated
with different scenarios (Fig. 2.2). For every scenario, the amount of
sorption reactor segments is varied and the impact on the overall
system profit is assessed. The first two scenarios, S1 and S2, assume that
the reference energy system can operate only in the day ahead market
(DAM) and sell energy with a strategy based on tariff arbitrage. The
STES integration could be beneficial for the ORC to produce more
electricity when prices on the DAM are higher. This would allow the
main heating grid to allocate more mass flow for the ORC electricity
production and satisfy the DHN demand by discharging the STES.
Scenarios S3 and S4 include additional balancing services in which the
ORC can operate, in the UK market. Scenario S3 assumes that the
generation unit can also operate in the capacity market. In this scenario,
the ORC could maximize its committed capacity during grid stressful
events thanks to the STES presence. Finally, S4 adds also the STOR
market among the possible balancing services in which the ORC can
operate. Being a market available only during certain time windows of
the day, the STES integration could allow the ORC to maximize its
energy production during those time periods.

3.3. Organic Rankine cycle
An ORC model, in which a cooling tower is used to remove the heat
from the condenser water, has been used to estimate the net electric
power PORC produced given three main input parameters: the available

MARKETS

3. Reference energy system components

BELGIUM (2013)

In this section, the main system components are described individually. In Section 3.1, the relevant information is presented on the
deep geothermal doublet and on the main heating grid, operating at
medium-temperature. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the low temperature
district heating network and ORC are described, respectively. Finally, in
Section 3.4, the STES main concepts and operational behavior are described in detail. In Table 3-1, the main parameters of the energy systems components are shown.

S1: DAM

UNITED KINGDOM
(2017)
S2: DAM

S3: DAM + CM
S4: DAM + CM + STOR
Fig. 2.2. Scenarios investigated and active market mechanisms present in each
scenario. DAM = day ahead market. CM = capacity market. STOR = short
term operating reserve.
5
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power required is greater than the power produced by the turbine,
resulting in a negative net power delivered from the system.
3.4. Sorption thermal energy storage
Sorption thermal energy storage (STES) is based on storing thermal
energy in a material made at least by two components: a sorbent (e.g.
salt hydrates, silica gel, zeolites) and a sorbate (e.g. water vapor). The
two components participate in a reversible reaction in which thermal
energy can be stored within the chemical and physical bonds of the
material. In Eq. (3.1) an example is presented of a reversible reaction
is the H2O stoifor a general salt hydrate/H2O system, in which
chiometric coefficient.

Salt· H2 O(solid) + Heat

Salt(solid) + H2 O(gas)

(3.1)

During the sorption phase (exothermic reaction), the sorbent and
the sorbate are combined and heat is released. Vice versa, during the
desorption phase (endothermic reaction), heat is needed in order to
separate the sorbent and the sorbate. STES systems can be divided into
two main categories from the layout perspective: open and closed systems. An open system allows mass and energy to be exchanged with the
environment, and it is relatively less complex than a closed system in
terms of required components. Moreover, it operates at atmospheric
pressure and the heat can be efficiently extracted or injected into the
system by forced circulation of the airflow. However, auxiliary energy
is necessary in order to drive the airflow with a fan through the packed
bed and overcome the pressure losses. Moreover, a nontoxic material
must also be selected since it is in direct contact with the environment.
More information on the main advantages and drawbacks of open and
closed STES systems can be found in Scapino et al. [39]. In this work, a
salt hydrate/H2O open solid sorption system is considered, in which the
porous material (sorbent) is stored in cylindrical packed beds and the
sorbate is transported by an air flow. In particular, the salt hydrate
properties of potassium carbonate are used in this work. Potassium
carbonate has been identified as possible candidate for STES as a result
of an extensive screening process [17] and an in-depth investigation
accounting also for the material stability and cyclability [40]. This
sorption material has a reversible reaction from anhydrous to sesquihydrate, displayed in Eq. (3.2). The estimated reaction crystal energy
density is 1.3 – 1.4 GJ/m3 [17,41].

Fig. 3.1. Aggregated thermal energy demand of the investigated low temperature district heating network.

mass flow fraction from the heating grid fORC at THG, sp , which determines the amount of ORC fluid that can be evaporated; the temperature Tamb, t and humidity RHamb, t of the ambient air, which determine the performance of the cooling tower and, consequently, also
the power required from the auxiliary systems such as the cooling tower
fan and condenser water pump. The model has as main inputs several
assumptions and technological constraints inspired by a project under
development in Mol (BE) [30]. The modeled ORC consists of a subcritical Rankine cycle with propane as organic fluid and a nominal
power of 2.5 MW. The ORC fluid properties and thermodynamic states
were estimated with CoolProp [37] while the design guidelines and
components sizing have been done according to Sinnot [38]. It is assumed that the ORC can operate with a minimum evaporator mass flow
( fORC, min ) of 20% of the nominal one, and that the return temperature of
the evaporator is fixed at THG, rt . Regional weather data from 2007 to
2016 have been used to define the operating boundaries of the ORC in
terms of relative humidity and temperature of ambient air. Then, the
off-design net power produced at every possible weather condition and
evaporator mass flow has been mapped. In Fig. 3.2 left, the net power
delivered at three different evaporator mass flows is shown. In Fig. 3.2
right, the net power delivered at four different temperature and humidity levels is displayed. At low ambient temperature and humidity,
the cooling tower is able to minimize the condenser water temperature,
resulting in higher enthalpy difference in the ORC turbine, and therefore in higher produced power. Vice versa, at higher temperature and
humidity, the ORC condensation temperature is increased, and the ORC
fluid enthalpy difference exploited in the ORC turbine is lower resulting
in a lower net power produced. For certain conditions, the auxiliary

K2 CO3(solid) + 1.5H2 O(gas)

K2 CO3·1.5H2 O(solid)

(3.2)

In Fig. 3.3, the equilibrium temperature and deliquescence [42]
lines for the selected material, together with the water saturation line
are shown. For a water vapor pressure of e.g. 1200 Pa, corresponding
approximately to saturated air at 10 °C, an equilibrium temperature of
approximately 60 °C would occur.

Fig. 3.2. Net power of the ORC and cooling towers system in function of ambient temperature and humidity, and mass fraction from the main heating grid directed to
the ORC evaporator ( fORC ). Left: Net power production for three different mass fractions. Right: Net power production in function of the mass fraction fORC at four
fixed ambient temperature and humidity levels.
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airflow can be mixed with saturated air through valve V6 or mixed with
the exhaust dry air through valves V5a and V5b (blue-black dashed
lines). This is done, in order to prevent the sorption material deliquescence and to guarantee, where possible, a minimum temperature
lift in the sorption reactor. A more extensive discussion regarding this is
present in the next paragraphs. The sorption reactor is divided conceptually into a set of units, or cylindrical segments (NSTES, tot ) . The
segments are supposed to work in a parallel configuration in which
every segment can be active or inactive. Therefore, if multiple segments
are active at a certain timestep, they will be exposed to the same operating conditions in terms of airflow, inlet temperature and sorbate
concentration. The main objective of the STES model is to quantify the
charging (PSTES d, unit , t ) and discharging (PSTES s, unit , t ) power required by
every STES unit depending on the sorption material characteristics, the
reactor main parameters, the ambient conditions and the technological
characteristics of other system components such as the heat recovery
unit.
The preheated reactor inflow air temperature during sorption (T2s )
can be calculated according to Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).

K2 CO3·1.5H2 O (solid line),
Fig. 3.3. Equilibrium curve for K2 CO3 + 1.5H2 O
deliquescence line [42] (dashed line), and water vapor saturation line (dashdotted line).

During desorption (Fig. 3.4, top), warm air is flushed into the reactor and separates the water molecules from the porous material. As a
result, a colder and more humid airflow exits from the system. During
sorption (Fig. 3.4, bottom), water vapor in the cold and humid airflow
flushing the reactor produces an exothermic reaction with the porous
material, and warm and drier air exits from the system.
The STES is connected to both the heating grid HG and the low
temperature district heating network DHN as shown in Fig. 3.5. An air/
water heat exchanger (HX1) connects the main heating grid to the
storage in order to provide the necessary thermal energy for the desorption phase (i.e. storage charging). A second air/water heat exchanger
(HX2) connects the storage to the low temperature heating network, for
the sorption phase (storage discharging). In this work, it is assumed that
both heat exchangers can transfer the useful heat up to a minimum
temperature difference between the two fluids of Tmin, HX = 1 °C. A heat
recovery (HR) with a rated efficiency HR of 90% [44] is assumed in
order to preheat the inlet air with the storage exhaust air. During the
desorption phase (red line), the valves V1 and V2 direct the preheated
airflow of state 2 towards the heat exchanger from the main heating
grid where the air is heated with the water from the main heating grid
(3d ), and valve V3 and V4 direct the airflow towards the heat recovery
unit bypassing the DHN heat exchanger. During the sorption phase
(blue line), the valves V1 and V2 bypass the heat exchanger used for the
desorption phase (HX1) and direct the flow from the heat recovery unit
towards the inlet of the reactor (3s ). Valve V3 directs the flow towards
the heat exchanger for the low temperature DHN (4s) . In both sorption
and desorption phases, the heat recovery unit preheats the inlet airflow
with the waste heat remained after the thermal load (sorption phase) or
the reactor desorption. Finally, only during sorption, the ambient

T3s, t = T2, t = T1, t +

HR (T5s

T1, t )

(3.3)
(3.4)

T5s = TDHN , rt + Tmin, HX

where T1, t , T5s and TDHN , rt are the airflow temperatures at the inlet of the
heat recovery unit and after the thermal load, and the DHN return
temperature of the water, respectively. The temperature lift achieved
from the exothermic reaction ( Treac, t ) and the reactor outlet temperature (T4s, t ), are estimated assuming that all the reaction energy is used to
heat up the air flow, and that the outlet temperature cannot exceed the
reaction equilibrium temperature (Teq s, t ), according to Eqs. (3.5)–(3.7).

T4s, t = min(T3s, t + Treac , t , Teq
Treac, t =

Teq

s, t

s, t )

c3s, t Hreac
a cp, a

(3.5)
(3.6)

Hreac

=
Sreac

Rg ln

1
p v,3s, t (T3s, t , c3s, t )

(3.7)

where Hreac and Sreac are the enthalpy and entropy of reaction per
mole of water, respectively. Rg is the ideal gas constant, pv,3s, t the water
vapor pressure in the airflow at time t , and c3s, t the water vapor molar
concentration. The inlet water vapor concentration has been calculated
for the whole year from the weather data (Tamb, t and RHamb, t ). Moreover,
a lower and upper limit are assumed for c3s in order to achieve a
minimum temperature lift ( Treac, t ) and to prevent the sorption material
deliquescence, respectively. In order to prevent that the sorbent material faces deliquescence due to too high values of sorbate concentration,

Fig. 3.4. Sorption reactor concept [43]. Top: Desorption phase. Bottom: Sorption phase.
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Fig. 3.5. Sorption thermal energy storage system integrated into the reference energy system. HM = humidification. HR = heat recovery. THG, sp = 114 °C.
THG, rt = 70 °C. TDHN , sp = 55 °C. TDHN , rt = 30 °C.

an upper limit has been imposed (cmax, t = 0.95cdel, t ) for the water vapor
concentration. The limit is based on the sorbate concentration that
would cause the sorbent material deliquescence (cdel, t ), which is a
function of the ambient relative humidity, based on the work of
Greenspan et al. [42]. If, at specific times of the year, the ambient air
would have a higher water vapor concentration than cdel, t , then it is
mixed with part of the exhaust air at T5s , assumed dry, with a mixing
ratio Xdry, t . The exhaust air is assumed to be extracted before entering in
the heat recovery unit, and it is mixed with the ambient airflow after
the heat recovery unit. Counter wise, in order to guarantee a minimum
amount of sorbate concentration in the airflow during sorption, it is also
assumed that saturated air at a temperature Thum of 10 °C is available.
Therefore, providing that the maximum sorbate concentration cmax, t is
not exceeded, the incoming airflow can be humidified with a mixing
ratio Xhum, t up to a maximum water vapor concentration of
csat,10 °C = c (T = 10 °C, RH = 100 %) . This could be achieved, for example, by recovering part of the low temperature heat from the ORC
cooling tower. Therefore, the concentration at every time step t of the
year follows Eq. (3.8).

c3s, t = min(max(csat ,10

C,

°

camb, t ), cmax, t )

PSTES

T3s, t = Xdry, t T5s + (1

Xhum, t ) Tamb, t

Xdry, t ) T2, t

T2d, t = T1, t +

s, unit , t

= ma cp, a (T4s, t

T3s, t )

STES s, t

=

(TDHN , rt + Tmin, HX )
T4s, t T3s, t

(3.14)

T1, t )

(3.15)

Tmin, HX

The preheated ambient air (T2d, t ) is heated up to the temperature T3d
(Eq. (3.15)) in the heat exchanger HX1 from the main heating grid (HG)
supply water flow at THG, sp . The water vapor concentration present in
the air corresponds to the one at ambient conditions (c1, t ). In the desorption phase, there is no risk of material deliquescence nor a minimum
concentration value has to be achieved. Therefore, minimum and
maximum concentration limits are not required. The useful desorption
energy for charging the STES (PSTES d, unit , t ) is only the one released
above the reaction equilibrium temperature (Teq d, t ), assuming that all
the heat above Teq d, t is absorbed in the reactor. Similar to the sorption
phase, the desorption energy transferred from the heating grid (HG) to
the airflow (PSTES HG, unit , t ) can be calculated according to Eqs.
(3.16)–(3.19).

(3.8)

(3.9)
(3.10)

Teq

d, t

Hreac

=
Sreac

PSTES

d, unit , t

STES d, t

=

(3.11)

PSTES

In Eq. (3.11), T4s, t and T3s, t are the airflow temperatures at the inlet
and outlet of the heat exchanger transferring the heat to the thermal
load (HX2). The STES discharging efficiency STES s , defined as the
amount of thermal power effectively transferred to the DHN, can be
defined as in Eq. (3.12).

T4s, t

(3.13)

STES , s, t PSTES s, unit , t

HR (T4d, t

T3d = THG, sp

Here, T2, t is the temperature of the ambient air at the outlet of the
heat recovery unit and T5s is the exhaust air from the STES, after the
thermal load. The thermal power from one STES unit discharge process
(PSTES s, unit , t ) can be calculated according to Eq. (3.11), with ma and cp, a
the air mass flow and specific heat capacity, respectively.

PSTES

=

Finally, after the thermal load, the residual thermal energy in the
airflow after the heat exchanger HX2 (at T5s ), is used in the heat recovery unit to preheat the incoming airflow (Eq. (3.3)). Similarly,
during the desorption phase, the inlet hot air temperature in the heat
recovery unit corresponds to the outlet temperature of the reactor
during desorption, which in turn is equal to the reaction equilibrium
temperature (T4d, t = Teq d, t ). Thus, the preheated ambient air temperature (T2d, t ) can be estimated with Eq. (3.14).

If air humidification occurs, then the incoming airflow temperature
is calculated according to Eq. (3.9). Alternatively, if mixing with dry
exhaust occurs, the resulting airflow temperature entering in the reactor (T3s, t ) is adjusted according to Eq. (3.10).

T1, t = Thum Xhum, t + (1

DHN , unit , t

Rln

1
p v,3d, t (T3d, c1, t )

= ma cp, a (T3d

T3d
T3d

HG , unit , t

=

Teq

Teq

(3.16)
(3.17)

d, t )

d, t

(3.18)

T2d, t

PSTES

d, unit , t

= ma cp, a (T3d

STES d, t

T2, t )

(3.19)

The maximum amount of energy that can be stored in one STES unit
(ESTES, unit ) can be calculated with Eq. (3.20).

ESTES, unit =

(3.12)

(1

)

sl VSTES, unit

Msl

Hreac

(3.20)

where is the porosity of the sorption material in the cylindrical packed
bed, sl is the salt density, is the reaction stoichiometric coefficient
(Eq. (3.2)), Msl is the salt molar mass, and VSTES, unit is the volume of one

The energy transferred to the DHN water through the heat exchanger HX2 is calculated with Eq. (3.13).
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STES unit. To estimate the electricity consumption required by the fan
to drive the airflow through the porous cylindrical STES unit, the Ergun
equation is used to estimate the pressure losses ( pSTES, unit ) and subsequently the fan consumption (Pfan, unit ). A radial fan with a constant
efficiency ( fan ) of 70% is assumed [45] (Eqs. (3.21)–(3.22)).

pSTES, unit
LSTES , unit

Pfan, unit =

=

a (1

dp

)
3

|ua |2 +

)2

µa (1
dp2 3

|ua|

4. Optimization framework
In this section, the reference energy system and the market mechanisms described in Sections 2 and 3 are formulated as a MILP optimization problem. Then, the scenarios in Section 2.3 are investigated
and the STES size and the system operational behavior are optimized
with the aim of maximizing the yearly system profit. The structure of
the optimization problem consists of an objective function, containing
the optimization variables, to be minimized while respecting a series of
optimization constraints. The objective function in this work aims at
maximizing the overall system profits while the optimization constraints describe the techno-economic behavior of the system components and the market mechanisms. Within this work, the optimization
variables are written in bold while known parameters and constants are
given in plain text. The optimization temporal domain (tsim ) consists of
one year of operation with a bi-hourly timestep ( t = 2 h). A year simulation with an hourly resolution has been found too computationally
expensive for the investigated model. With the bi-hourly resolution, a
single optimization could take up to 6 h with a machine consisting of an
Intel® Core™ i7-7820HQ and 32 Gb of RAM. With a hourly resolution,
the time required for a single simulation would generally increase exponentially [51]. The electricity price signals of the energy markets and
the DHN demand, with an hourly resolution, have been averaged accordingly. Moreover, the periodicity of the time domain is imposed at
the domain boundaries i.e. {t1, , tend, t1, , tend, t1} . In this way, the
STES state of charge (SOCSTES, t ) depending on its own value at the
previous timestep can be represented with a yearly cyclic behavior (i.e.
SOCSTES, tsim+ 1 = SOCSTES,1). The optimization model has been solved
using MATLAB© as modeling environment, Gurobi [52] as solver, and
YALMIP [53] as interface between the solver and the modeling environment.

(3.21)

ma pSTES
(3.22)

a fan

Here, the parameters and are determined according to Cheng
et al. [46], a is the air density, µa the air viscosity, dp the particle
diameter of the sorption material, ua the superficial air velocity in the
STES unit and LSTES, unit the axial length of one STES unit.
From the economic perspective, the annual fixed STES cost (CSTES, fix )
is calculated with Eqs. (3.23)–(3.24), in which an annuity factor ( AF ) is
taken into account.
(3.23)

CSTES, fix = NSTES , tot ESTES, unit CSTES, cap AF

AF =

1

IR
(1 + IR)

(3.24)

ltSTES

Here, NSTES, tot is the total amount of STES units, CSTES, cap is the storage capacity cost, IR is the interest rate and ltSTES is the STES operational lifetime.
The fixed reference cost of the STES system used in this analysis was
2.5 €/kWhcap corresponding roughly to 0.4 €/kg of active material.
However, this value would include only the active material costs, and it
assumes an inexpensive material [47]. The cost of a full system will be
higher, and it includes also the auxiliary materials and components of
the storage such as the reactor costs in which the active material is
contained, the fan cost, and the various heat exchangers. Due to the
relatively low technology readiness level (TRL) of this storage technology, an exact prediction of these costs in terms of €/kWhcap is not
possible. However, this cost can be varied to understand what is the
approximate value of the maximum cost that makes the installation of
the STES economically viable. Several material and STES parameters
are assumed for the optimization model, and they are listed in Table 31. The reactor geometrical parameters (DSTES, unit , LSTES, unit ) have been
selected so that the single STES unit volume would be approximately
50 L, a volume comparable to a prototype developed in van Alebeek
et al. [48]. The sorption material density sl [49] and the packed bed
porosity are assumed by considering the material in hydrated state.
The selected airflow velocity in the packed bed is similar to the one
used in Gaeini et al. [50].

4.1. Optimization variables
The main variables solved in the optimization model and their domain boundaries are displayed in Table 4-1. Continuous variables can
have any value within their domain; integer variables can have only
integers within their domain; and semi-continuous variables can take a
value of zero or any value within a domain that has both lower and
upper bounds in the positive numbers domain.
The revenues variables can take positive numbers and they can be
revenues from the DAM (RDAM , t ) and STOR (RSTOR, t ) market calculated
at every timestep of the temporal domain tsim or they can be the revenues from the capacity market CM (RCM ) that are independent of the
time domain but depend only on the ORC power allocated during the
CM-event.
The cost variables Ct consider only the operational costs of the STES
fan. The fixed STES cost CSTES, fix is a parameter known a priori and
based on the total number of storage units NSTES, tot for a specific simulation.
The ORC mass flow fraction fORC, t is a semi-continuous optimization
variable defined at every timestep that can take the value of zero or a
number between the minimum ORC mass flow fraction and 1. The other
mass flow fraction variables ( fDHN , t , fSTES, t , and fRes, t ) can take any
value from 0 to 1. The residual mass flow fraction ( fRes, t ) is defined in
order to relax the optimization problem and track the amount of the
main heating grid flow that the optimizer might not allocate to any of
the three consumers. Its role is explained in more detail in Section 4.2.
The optimization variables for the electrical power at every moment
in time (Pt ) track four different quantities defined in the set
{ORC , DAM , STOR, fan} , at every moment in time. PORC , t is the power
produced by the ORC, which is then divided into the power allocated to
each market (PDAM , t and PSTOR, t ). Pfan, t is the power required by the STES
fan for the STES charging or discharging process. The thermal power
discharged from the STES for the DHN demand is defined as PSTES s, t
and it is defined in the negative domain representing the energy

Table 3-1
Main parameters for the heating grid (HG), low temperature district heating
network (DHN), sorption thermal energy storage (STES), and the airflow in the
STES.
Parameter
STES
sl

Hreac
Sreac
Msl
dp
CSTES ,cap
LSTES ,unit
DSTES, unit
ltSTES
IR
HR

Value

Units

Parameter

Value

Units

2400

kg/m3

HG
THG, sp

114

°C

55

°C

0.26
1.2
1004

m/s
kg/m3
J/(kg∙K)

63.6
155
0.165
2.5
2.5

0.5
0.35
20
3
0.5
0.9

kJ/molH2O
J/(mol H2O ∙K)
kg/mol
mm
€/kWhcap
m
m
years
%
–
–

THG, rt
mHG
DHN
TDHN , sp

70
161

TDHN , rt

30

STES Airflow
ua
a

c pa

°C
kg/s

°C
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Table 4-1
Main optimization variable types, and validity domains. Variable types: C = continuous; I = integer; SC = semi-continuous.
Optimization variable

Type

Boundaries

Domain

Units

RCM
RDAM / STOR, t
Ct
fORC , t

C
C
C
SC

[0, +inf )
[0, +inf )
[0, +inf )
{0, [fORC,min , 1]}

{CM }
[{DAM , STOR}, tsim]
tsim
tsim

€
€
€
–
–

fDHN / STES / Res, t

C

[0, 1]

tsim

C
C
I

[0, +inf )
[0, +inf )
[ inf , 0)
[ NSTES, tot , NSTES ,tot ]

[{ORC , DAM , STOR, fan}, tsim]
tsim
tsim
tsim

[0, 1]

tsim

C

PORC / DAM / STOR / fan, t
PSTES d,t
PSTES s, t
NSTES ,t

C

SOCSTES, t

MW
MW
MW
–
–

extracted from the STES. Conversely, the STES charging power required
from the main heating grid (PSTES d, t ) is defined in the positive domain.
The number of STES units active at every moment in time NSTES, t ,
either during the STES charge (NSTES > 0 ) or the STES discharge
(NSTES < 0 ), are integer variables defined in the temporal domain.
Therefore, a negative value of NSTES, t implies that the STES is discharging NSTES, t units (sorption), and a positive NSTES, t value implies that the
STES is charging NSTES, t units (desorption).
Finally, the STES state of charge (SOCSTES , t ) is defined as a continuous variable ranging from 0 to 1 at every moment in time.

power versus flowrate (Fig. 3.2, right) is divided into 4 linear segments
for every time step. The number of linear segments is a compromise
between accuracy and computational cost. A higher resolution (i.e. a
higher number of segments) would have caused a too computationally
expensive model due to the high amount of additional integer variables
required. A constraint (Eq. (4.5)) is used to impose that the electrical
power produced by the ORC has to be equal to the one delivered to the
markets, and equal or greater than the one delivered during the CMevent (Eq. (4.6)). PCM is a sparse vector in which the only nonzero
elements are those at timesteps where the CM-event is imposed.

4.2. Objective function and optimization constraints

PORC , t =

The objective function z in the optimization problem aims at maximizing the overall profits of the investigated scenario over the simulated timeframe. It can be written as:

PORC , t

minz = CSTES, fix

RCM +

tsim
t=1

(Ct

Rt )

t

(4.1)

Rt =

t

(4.6)

t

THG, rt )

PSTES

s, t STES s, t

= PDHN , t

t

The mass balance of the main heating grid is defined in Eq. (4.8). It
implies that the sum of the mass flow fractions directed towards the
DHN, ORC, STES, and the residual mass flow fraction ( fRes ) are equal to
one at every moment in time.

fDHN , t + fORC, t + fSTES , t + fRes, t = 1

t

(4.8)

The objective function displayed in Eq. (4.1) is minimized when all
the thermal energy from the main heating grid is allocated at every
moment in time. However, there can be moments in time in which this
is not possible, and a relatively small amount of energy cannot be allocated. In particular, the energy from the main heating grid cannot be
completely allocated when, at the same moment, the STES is fully
charged, the DHN demand is not requiring more energy than what the
main heating grid is already delivering, and the mass flow fraction directed towards the ORC would be lower than the minimum mass flow
allowed for the ORC to work. Without the relaxing variable fRes , the
equality in 4.8 can lead to an unfeasible optimization problem for
certain timesteps. Alternatively, Eq. (4.8) can be seen also as an inequality in which the fRes, t is not present and the sum of the other terms
must be lower than or equal to one. In a real system, a value of fRes, t
larger than zero would imply that the main heating grid return temperature (THG, rt ) increases. Therefore, the magnitude of fRes, t can be
interpreted as a measure of which the assumption of having a fixed
supply and return temperature of the main heating grid is respected.
The STES constraints define the mass flow fraction from the heating
grid that is required during the STES charging (Eq. (4.9)), the STES
state of charge (Eq. (4.10)), the overall discharge (Eq. (4.11)) and

(4.3)

Pk, t tpk, t
k = {DAM,STOR}

PCM , t

(4.7)

The revenues are defined according to Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), and they
are representing the profits generated by selling the electricity produced from the ORC to the different markets. In particular, Eq. (4.3)
represents the revenues from the capacity market, calculated as the
power allocated during the CM-event (PCM ) multiplied by the CM price
pCM expressed in €/(MW∙h).

RCM = PCM pCM

(4.5)

fDHN ,t mHG cp,w (THG, sp

(4.2)

t

t

The DHN thermal energy balance is imposed with Eq. (4.7). It implies that the thermal energy supplied by the main heating grid HG
through the mass flow fraction fDHN , t , and the one from the sorption
reactor discharge are equal to the total thermal energy demand from
the dwellings. It is remarked that, in Eq. (4.7), PSTES s, t has negative
values according to its definition.

where Ct and Rt are the energy systems costs and revenues at time t ,
respectively.
The optimization constraints describing the operational behavior of
the different system components and the markets dynamics are described.
The energy system costs taken into account in this work consist of
the fixed and operational costs of the STES, the latter defined as in Eq.
(4.2). Ct represents the cost of the energy (Pfan, t t ) used by the fan to
drive the airflow.

Ct = Pfan, t tpDAM , t

Pk , t
k = {DAM,STOR}

(4.4)

The net electrical power of the ORC is estimated with the performance maps generated with an off-design ORC model (see Section 3.3).
Being a deterministic model, the ambient conditions are known a priori
for the whole simulation temporal domain Tsim . Therefore, only the
mass flow fraction from the heating grid to the ORC evaporator fORC, t is
an optimization variable. Thus, at every moment in time, the 3D-performance maps (Fig. 3.2 left) are projected into a 1D function of the
mass flow fraction fORC, t (Fig. 3.2 right). This nonlinear relationship has
been approximated with piecewise linear functions, which can be implemented into the MILP modeling framework [54]. In particular, for
given ambient conditions, the resulting 1D-performance map of output
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charge power (Eq. (4.12)), and the STES fan power (Eq. (4.13)).

fSTES, t =

STES

PSTES d, t
m
c pw (THG, sp
HG
d

SOCSTES, t = SOCSTES, t

PSTES

PSTES

s, t

d, t

=

=

1

+

NSTES, t PSTES
0

Pfan, t = |NSTES, t | Pfan, unit

t

(4.9)

(PSTES d, t + PSTES s, t ) t
NSTES, tot ESTES, unit

0
NSTES, t PSTES

THG, rt )

s, unit , t
d, unit , t

t

Eq. (5.1), in which z is the value of the objective function for a specific
STES size (defined as in Eq. (4.1)), and z NSTES, tot = 0 is the value of the
objective function without the STES integrated into the energy system.

NSTES, t > 0
NSTES, t 0

t

NSTES, t 0
NSTES, t < 0

t

t

RPI =
(4.10)

(z

z NSTES, tot = 0 )
(5.1)

z NSTES, tot = 0

The NPV , expressed in €, is calculated according to Eq. (5.2).
ltSTES

(4.11)

NPV =

NSTES, tot ESTES, unit CSTES, cap +

tsim
t=1

(RCM +

i=1

(R t

Ct ) )

(1 + IR)i
(5.2)

(4.12)

Here, tsim represents the overall number of timesteps in the temporal
domain, the first term on the right-hand side accounts for the STES
CAPEX (capital expenditure) and the second term on the right-hand
side represents the yearly cashflow stream. In this term, the double
summation represents the yearly cashflow streams accounted for every
year of the assumed STES lifetime. For each scenario, the NPV is normalized with respect to the NPV of the solution without the STES (Eq.
(5.3)).

(4.13)

where SOCSTES, t and SOCSTES, t 1 are the STES state of charge at the
current and previous time, respectively, and t is the simulation
timestep of 2 h. In order to formulate the optimization problem minimizing the required amount of constraints, a sign convention for NSTES, t
is adopted, and a piecewise linear representation of the terms PSTES d, t ,
PSTES s, t , and Pfan, t is made. The domain of the optimization variable
NSTES, t has the range [ NSTES, tot , NSTES, tot ], in which negative values
imply that the reactor units are discharging, and positive values imply
that the reactor units are charging. Furthermore, the values of the
overall charging and discharging STES powers are equal to zero for the
domain side (negative or positive, respectively) in which they have no
physical meaning (Fig. 4.1). For example, the STES charging power
(PSTES d, t ) has nonzero values in the positive domain and a value of zero
in the negative domain (Eq. (4.12)). It has to be highlighted that the
slopes of the two lines for PSTES s, t and PSTES d, t are different because
PSTES s, unit , t and PSTES d, unit , t are calculated differently (Eqs. (3.11) and
(3.17), respectively).
The optimization problem consists of minimizing the objective
function (Eq. (4.1)) subject to the constraints expressed in Eqs.
(4.2)–(4.13). Different optimizations are performed by varying the
STES storage size (i.e. by varying NSTES, tot ) in order to identify the optimal STES size, with the optimal operational behavior, that maximizes
the objective function.

NNPV =

NPV
NPVNSTES, tot = 0

(5.3)

The levelized cost of storage is defined according to Eq. (5.1) and
expressed in €/MWh.

NSTES, tot ESTES, unit CSTES, cap +
LCOS =

ltSTES
i=1

ltSTES
i=1

tsim
t = 1 (PSTES s, t STES s t )
(1 + IR)i

tsim
t = 1 (Ct )

(1 + IR)i

(5.4)

Here, the first and second term of the numerator represent the initial
investment for the STES and the yearly STES OPEX (operating expense),
respectively. The denominator represents the yearly energy delivered
from the STES to the DHN. It has to be remarked that in the NPV and
LCOS definition, further revenue and cost streams can be included such
as fixed and variable yearly maintenance costs, decommissioning costs,
taxes and subsidies. Within this analysis, the abovementioned cashflow
streams are not included.

5. Results

5.1. Results overview

In this section, the scenarios presented in Section 2.3 are investigated for the reference energy system presented in Section 2.1
operating in the markets described in Section 2.2. In Section 5.1, a main
overview of the scenarios is given through representative economic
indicators. Next, every scenario that included the STES in the optimal
solution is individually analyzed from Sections 5.2 to 5.4.
In order to evaluate the system performance from an economic
perspective, three main indicators are selected: the relative profit increase (RPI ), the normalized net present value (NNPV ) and the levelized cost of storage (LCOS ). The relative profit increase is defined as in

For each scenario highlight (Fig. 5.1), the relative profit increase
(RPI) compared to the alternative of not having a storage for the investigated number storage units NSTES, tot is displayed. Moreover, the
storage units are also expressed in terms of storage volume, estimated
by only considering the sorption material volume.
From Fig. 5.1, it is shown that for S1 the optimal solution does not
include the storage. The reason is that the storage integration, even
with the smallest investigated size, would have resulted in STES CAPEX
and OPEX higher than the additional revenues stream generated by the

Fig. 4.1. Conceptual graph of the reactor discharging (PSTES,s,t), charging (PSTES,d,t), and fan (Pfan,t) powers in function of the amount of active units NSTES,t on the left,
middle, and right, respectively.
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Fig. 5.1. Relative profit increase (RPI) for the investigated scenarios by varying the STES size. Top left: Scenario S1 (Belgium, DAM). Top right: Scenario S2 (UK,
DAM). Bottom left: Scenario S3 (UK, DAM + CM). Bottom right: Scenario S4 (UK, DAM + CM + STOR). STES size expressed in thousands of units or m3 of sorption
material.

(481 m3) increases the relative profit up to 3.2%. Finally, S4 is the
scenario with the highest amount of relative profit increase (41.3%) in
the optimal solution with 2∙104 units (962 m3). For all scenarios, a relative profit decrease by increasing the amount of storage units means
that the additional investment and operational STES costs would be
higher than the revenues increase from the ORC.
Concerning the yearly amount of thermal energy delivered by the

ORC thanks to the STES presence. In S2, the optimal solution includes
the storage, 103 units (48 m3), but the relative profit increase of 0.03%
is so small compared to the solution without the storage that it is irrelevant. On the other hand, the scenarios in the UK, in which the
balancing services were active, had an increase in overall profits by the
STES integration into the energy system. In scenario S3, in which the
CM service is active, the inclusion of the storage up to a size of 104 units

Fig. 5.2. Yearly amount of thermal energy delivered from the main heating grid to the DHN (red), ORC (blue), STES (yellow) and residual (purple) for the solution
with the optimal STES size. Top left: Scenario S1. Top right: Scenario S2. Bottom left: Scenario S3. Bottom right: Scenario S4.
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main heating grid (supply temperature of 114 °C) to each system
component (Fig. 5.2), for S1 the fractions to the ORC and DHN are
approximately 69.9% and 29.8%. For S2, the fractions were 69.8%,
29.4% and 0.4% for the STES. For S3, the overall mass flow fractions
directed to the three consumers during the system yearly operation are
69.1% for the ORC, 24.7% for the DHN, and 5.9% for the storage. Finally, for S4, 8.7% of the main grid energy is delivered to the STES,
68.7% to the ORC, and 22.4% to the DHN. It is remarkable to notice
that, for roughly the same amount of thermal energy delivered to the
ORC, compared to other scenarios, the STOR balancing service coupled
to the STES dramatically increases the system profits (Fig. 5.1 right).
This is done by maximizing the energy produced by the ORC when the
STOR market is active and providing the thermal energy to the DHN by
discharging the STES as much as possible.
Finally, the normalized net present value (NNPV), levelized cost of
storage (LCOS), and STES equivalent cycles for the scenarios in which
the optimal solution included the STES (S2, S3, and S4) are shown in
Fig. 5.3. As expected also from Fig. 5.1, the NNPV for scenario S2 is
almost equal to zero, meaning that investing in the STES would not
contribute positively to the overall system profits. For scenarios S3 and
S4 the NNPV of the optimal solution is 3.21% and 39.32% meaning that
the investment is profitable. This economic indicator is similar to the
relative profit increase from Fig. 5.1. However, the difference between
the two indicators arises from the discounted cashflows over the STES
lifetime (ltSTES ) that are present in the NNPV calculation while for the
relative profit increase only one year of operation is considered and part
of the investment (Eq. (3.23)) is compounded into it through the annuity factor ( AF ). Concerning the LCOS , scenarios S2 and S4 have similar values, 4.3 and 4.2 €/MWh, respectively, while scenario S3 had a
LCOS of 3.3 €/MWh. This trend suggests that, for scenario S3, the
yearly amount of energy delivered from the STES to the DHN relative to
the storage installed capacity is higher compared to S2 or S4. This can
be verified with Fig. 5.3 right, in which the equivalent STES cycles are
calculated by making the ratio between the yearly amount of thermal
energy delivered to the DHN and the STES installed capacity. The difference in equivalent cycles can be due to the fact that, in scenario S3,
the STES size is optimized for the CM-event, which has a duration of
4 h. For the rest of the year, in S3, a STES size considerably larger than
for scenario S2 is operating in the same DAM. The resulting STES operational behavior therefore can be different and it can have a larger
impact on the final objective compared to a smaller STES.
In the following sections, the scenarios in which the STES is present
in the optimal solution (S2, S3, and S4) are individually analyzed.

present in the scenario (e.g. June 7th) caused by a combination of
factors, namely a low local energy demand combined with a high renewable energy sources penetration, and must-run conditions of conventional power plants [56].
The optimal amount of STES units for the investigated energy
system is 103. However, this led to a profit increase of only 0.03%
(Fig. 5.1) compared to not having the storage installed at all. Nevertheless, it is interesting to look at the techno-economical behavior of the
energy system. In Fig. 5.5, the results are displayed over a representative time span of three days (2/04 – 5/04) are displayed. The
ORC power produced (top right) in this period is fluctuating between
1 MW and 2 MW, approximately, and the revenues (bottom right) are
varying from 50 € to 300 € every 2 h. In order to maximize fORC (top
left) during the electricity price spikes (e.g. 2/04 at 18:00), the STES is
discharged (middle left) in order to partially provide the DHN demand
(bottom left).
In Fig. 5.6 left, it is shown that most of the energy produced from
the ORC is sold at a price below the yearly average DAM price. Without
having a storage, 39.06% of the energy is sold above p̄DAM . With the
optimal number of storage units, it would be 39.5% while the maximum
achieved (41.6%) coincides with the maximum amount of storage units
investigated (100∙103). However, having 100∙103 storage units would
cause a profit decrease of −23% (Fig. 5.1 top right) compared to not
having the storage at all.
The yearly revenues generated by selling the ORC energy to the
DAM market at a price above or below p̄DAM , for the optimal amount of
storage units, are almost equally contributing to the overall amount of
revenues.
5.3. Scenario S3 – UK DAM-CM
Scenario S3 involves an additional market service in which the ORC
can operate: the capacity market (CM). S3 assumes the same price
signals as scenario S2 for the DAM market. The additional revenues
from the CM are proportional to the amount of energy that the ORC can
provide to the network during a stressful event (CM-event). In Fig. 5.7,
the techno-economic behavior of the system is shown for a period involving the CM-event, on January 5th between 12 pm and 4 pm. It is
possible to see that during the event, although the DAM price is not at a
relatively high peak (bottom right), all the mass flow from the main
heating grid is directed towards the ORC (top left) and the DHN demand (bottom left) is provided entirely by the STES discharge (middle
left).
In Fig. 5.8 left, the committed amount of ORC power during the CMevent, relative to the maximum ORC power during those environmental
conditions, is shown. It is possible to see that a large increase is present
especially for 103 to 104 storage units. Within this interval, the ORC
committed power during the CM-event increases from 51.1% to 98.1%.
A higher amount of storage units leads to a moderate improvement. For
this reason, the optimal solution for S3 includes 104 storage units, and
further increasing the number of units is not beneficial and indeed it
leads to a relative profit decrease (Fig. 5.1 bottom left). In Fig. 5.8 right,
a sensitivity analysis on the STES capacity cost is shown. The storage

5.2. Scenario S2 – UK DAM
Scenario S2 assumes that the investigated energy system is located
in the UK and that the only service available for the ORC for selling
electrical energy is the day ahead market. In Fig. 5.4, the 2 h averaged
price signal of the UK DAM is shown, for 2017. The highest price spike
happened on May 17th. On that day, wind and solar dropped by twothirds compared to the previous day, and several coal units had to be
started up to fill the production gap [55]. Negative prices were also

Fig. 5.3. NNPV (left), levelized cost of storage (middle), and STES equivalent cycles (right) for scenarios S2, S3, and S4 with the optimal STES size.
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Fig. 5.4. Electricity price expressed in €/MWh for DAM. Zoomed graph between 14th of August and 21st of August.

Fig. 5.5. Operational behavior of S2 over 3 days for the optimal solution (103 STES units). Top left: mass flow fractions from the main heating grid to the district
heating network (fDHN), the ORC (fORC), and the STES (fSTES). Middle left: STES state of charge (SOC) and normalized STES input (ESTES,in) and output energy
(ESTES,out). Bottom left: District heating demand (EDHN) provided by the main heating grid (EHG) and by the STES (ESTES,DHN). Top right: Electrical power produced
from the ORC for the day ahead market (PDAM). Bottom right: Revenues from the day ahead market (RDAM) and day ahead market electricity price (pDAM).

Fig. 5.6. Left: Yearly energy sold on the DAM at a price above (red) and below (blue) the yearly average market price p̄DAM for S2. Right: Revenues of the optimal
solution (103 STES units) for scenario S2. Red: revenues from DAM sales above p̄DAM . Blue: revenues from DAM sales below p̄DAM .
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Fig. 5.7. Operational behavior of S3 for the CM event day for the optimal solution (104 STES units). Top left: mass flow fractions from the main heating grid to the
district heating network (fDHN), the ORC (fORC), and the STES (fSTES). Middle left: STES state of charge (SOC) and normalized STES input (ESTES,in) and output energy
(ESTES,out). Bottom left: District heating demand (EDHN) provided by the main heating grid (EHG) and by the STES (ESTES,DHN). Top right: Electrical power produced
from the ORC for the day ahead market (PDAM). Bottom right: Revenues from the day ahead market (RDAM), CM market (RCM) and day ahead market electricity price
(pDAM).

capacity cost is varied from 2.5 €/kWhcap to 12.5 €/kWhcap. The
amount of STES units for each optimal solution is shown between round
brackets next to the markers, and it is expressed in thousands of units.
The amount of storage units in the optimal solution tends to decrease
with the increase in storage capacity costs. The reason is that the profit
gain due to the storage operation is not counterbalancing the increased
fixed cost of the storage. Therefore, a solution with a smaller storage
size becomes optimal. A storage capacity cost increase from 2.5
€/kWhcap to 5 €/kWhcap is more than halving the relative profit increase from 3.2% to 1.3%. Further increase in the capacity cost above
7.5 €/kWhcap leads the STES to be economically unfeasible.
The amount of energy sold in the DAM market above and below the
yearly average price (Fig. 5.9 left) is very similar to scenario S2. The
reason is that the DAM market prices are the same as in S2, and the
difference relies on a market event (CM-event) of approximately 4 h,

which is only slightly influencing the yearly operational behavior of the
system. For S3, the optimal solution with 8∙103 storage units, leads to an
energy share sold above p̄DAM of 46.7%. Concerning the yearly revenues, by maximizing the ORC power produced during the CM-event
led to additional revenues (Fig. 5.9 right) accounting for 8.2% of the
total revenues flow. The remainder is almost equally spread between
the energy sales in the DAM above and below p̄DAM .
5.4. Scenario S4 – UK DAM-CM-STOR
In scenario S4, the STOR market is added as possible source of
revenues in selling the ORC energy. The same price signals for the DAM
and capacity market conditions of scenario S3 are assumed. In this
scenario, the power delivered to the ORC during the STOR availability
windows is maximized since the STOR utilization price is greater than

Fig. 5.8. Left: ORC power production during the CM-event (PCM ) compared to the maximum producible ORC power during the CM-event. Right: Relative profit
increase compared to the alternative of not having a storage for the optimal solutions in function of the fixed STES cost for S3. The amount of storage units in every
optimal solution is expressed, between round brackets, in thousands of units. Red marker: Initial reference value.
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Fig. 5.9. Left: Yearly energy sold on the DAM at a price above (red) and below (blue) the yearly average market price p̄DAM for S3. Right: Revenues of the optimal
solution (104 STES units) for scenario S3. Red: revenues from DAM sales above p̄DAM . Blue: revenues from DAM sales below p̄DAM . Purple: revenues from the capacity
market.

the average DAM price. Therefore, operating as much as possible in this
market is convenient for the energy system. In Fig. 5.10 left, the operational behavior of the system is shown. On the top left it is shown
how, during the STOR windows, the mass flow from the main heating
grid is mostly directed towards the ORC and the DHN demand is supplied partially or totally by the STES (bottom left). Outside the STOR
availability windows and when p̄DAM is relatively low, the system
charges the STES (e.g. 31/03 at 00:00). In Fig. 5.10 top right, the ORC
power sold to the STOR market (red) or to the DAM (blue) is shown. It
is shown that the power sold to the STOR is constant through the same
STOR season. In particular, in Fig. 5.10 bottom right, it is possible to see
that the STOR season changes from season 6 to season 1 on 1/04 at 00
am, and the ORC changed the committed STOR power from 2.2 MW to

1.76 MW. This has an impact on both the revenues from the plant
availability received when the unit is not called to produce and on the
revenues from the plant utilization.
In Fig. 5.11 left, the relative profit in function of the STES capacity
cost is displayed. For the same reasons of scenario S3 (Fig. 5.8 right),
the relative profit compared to the solution of not having a storage
decreases by increasing the STES capacity cost. Moreover, also the
optimal number of units decreases as for scenario S3. However, while
for scenario S3 the STES had a positive impact on the profit up to costs
of 7.5 €/kWhcap, the presence of the STOR market in this scenario allows the storage to be profitable up to a cost of approximately 70
€/kWhcap. In Fig. 5.11 right, the STOR utilization price, which is having
the major impact on the STOR revenues, has been varied over a range of

Fig. 5.10. Operational behavior of S4 over 3 days for the optimal solution (2∙104 STES units). Top left: mass flow fractions from the main heating grid to the district
heating network (fDHN), the ORC (fORC), and the STES (fSTES). Middle left: STES state of charge (SOC) and normalized STES input (ESTES,in) and output energy
(ESTES,out). Bottom left: District heating demand (EDHN) provided by the main heating grid (EHG) and by the STES (ESTES,DHN). Top right: Electrical power produced
from the ORC for the day ahead market (PDAM) and for the STOR market (PSTOR). Middle right: Revenues from the day ahead market (RDAM), the STOR market (RSTOR)
and CM market (RCM), and the day ahead market electricity price (pDAM). Bottom right: STOR seasons. The STOR season changes on 01/04 at 00:00 am from season 6
to season 1.
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Fig. 5.11. Left: Relative profit increase compared to the alternative of not having a storage for the optimal solutions in function of the fixed STES cost for S4. Right:
Relative profit increase compared to the alternative of not having a storage for the optimal solutions in function of the STOR utilization price for S4. The amount of
storage units in every optimal solution is expressed, between round brackets, in thousands of units. Red markers: Initial reference values.

50–150%. The trend shows that even with a utilization price halved, a
profit approximately 13.3% higher compared to not having a STES is
still present. The amount of STES units in each optimal solution is decreasing for lower STOR utilization prices, as expected.
In Fig. 5.12 left, it is possible to see that the energy sold to the STOR
market is increasing from approximately 17% (without STES) to 42%
(with 40∙103 units). After that STES size, the amount of energy sold to
the STOR market slightly decreases in favor of the energy sold on the
DAM above p̄DAM . The optimal solution (2∙104 units) allows 41.9% of
energy to be sold to the STOR market, and 36.5% and 21.6% to be sold
on the DAM market above and below p̄DAM , respectively. In Fig. 5.12
right, the yearly revenues flow for scenario S4 are shown. The STOR
market has the highest revenues share with approximately 60.5% from
the plant utilization and 2.3% from the plant commitment. The capacity
market brings revenues of approximately 4.9% of the total revenues
flow, and the DAM market contributes for 15.3% and 17.1% for the
energy sold above and below p̄DAM , respectively.
Finally, a STES lifetime (ltSTES ) of 20 years has been assumed
(Table 3-1) also based on the good cyclability properties of the sorption
material assumed in this work. However, in a real system, the sorption
material or other system components might have to be replaced more
often, thereby increasing the STES fixed cost. In Fig. 5.13, the relative
profit increase of the optimal solution for different STES storage capacity costs and STES lifetime is shown. As expected, by increasing the
STES capacity cost, the STES lifetime impacts more on the relative
profit increase, and the number of STES units in the optimal solution

Fig. 5.13. Relative profit increase compared to the alternative of not having a
storage for the optimal solutions in function of the expected STES lifetime and
the fixed STES cost for S4. The amount of storage units in every optimal solution is expressed, between round brackets, in thousands of units.

decreases as well. Assuming an inexpensive material with a STES fixed
cost of 2.5 €/kWhcap, the STES lifetime heavily affects the relative profit
increase if it is shorter than 5 years, with the profit decreasing from
35% to 13%. Assuming a STES fixed cost of 40 €/kWhcap, halving the

Fig. 5.12. Left: Yearly energy sold on the STOR market (yellow), and on the DAM at a price above (red) and below (blue) the yearly average market price p̄DAM for
scenario S4. Right: Revenues of the optimal solution (2∙104 STES units) for scenario S4. Red: revenues from DAM sales above p̄DAM . Blue: revenues from DAM sales
below p̄DAM . Purple: revenues from the capacity market. Green: Revenues from committing the ORC plant to the STOR market. Yellow: Revenues from selling the
energy to the STOR market.
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STES lifetime would make the STES unprofitable.

scenarios operating only in traditional markets such as the day ahead
market, for the investigated day ahead market profiles (i.e. 2013 for
Belgium and 2017 for UK). For the Belgian case (S1), the optimal solution did not include the STES, meaning that the STES CAPEX and
OPEX were higher than the additional revenue stream generated by the
ORC due to a higher flexibility provided by the STES. For the scenario
in UK (S2), the STES was included in the optimal solution but it did not
bring substantial additional profits, i.e. the CAPEX and OPEX were
barely counterbalanced by the additional revenue stream.
When balancing services were also considered into the reference
energy system, the STES integration becomes a profitable alternative.
The STES presence allows for roughly 3.2% higher normalized net
present value (NNPV) when the capacity market was included as
market mechanism (S3). In particular, the STES allows the ORC to
commit 98% of its producible power during a CM-event compared to
43.9% without STES. In turn, this led to a more than doubled revenue
stream from this market mechanism.
Finally, by adding also the STOR (short term operating reserve)
market as a balancing service (S4), the STES integration allowed for
approximately 39% higher NNPV, which resulted from the maximization of the ORC energy produced for the STOR market. A sensitivity
analysis on the STES capacity cost showed that, especially for S4, the
storage integration was profitable up to a STES capacity cost of 70
€/kWhcap. Finally, an additional sensitivity analysis on the STOR utilization price, causing the major part of the revenue streams, has been
performed. The results showed that even by halving the STOR utilization price, the STES integration would have led to approximately 13.3%
higher profits in scenario S4.
To conclude, it is clear that the presence of balancing market mechanisms could greatly increase the commercial viability of a thermal
storage technology such as sorption thermal energy storage for the reference energy system investigated in this work. Future research should
investigate and compare other possible storage technologies and their
impact on similar energy systems, considering the economic framework
in which these systems are operating. Thus, valuable insights on the
economic viability of these technologies, also still in an early development stage, can be obtained. Then, policies and guidelines can be
developed to foster their integration in the future energy networks.

6. Discussion and conclusions
6.1. Discussion on main assumptions and parameters choice
The techno-economic analysis performed in this work has intrinsic
limitations due to the assumptions and parameters choices that have
been made. From the STES perspective, the sorption material properties
used in this work are those of potassium carbonate, which has been
identified as a possible candidate for STES. In a real system, the actual
sorption material performance at system-scale (e.g. degradation, kinetics, stability and cyclability) can directly affect the outcomes in
terms of STES lifetime, charging and discharging power, and energy
density. Moreover, the choice of a different sorption material can lead
to different outcomes especially if the resulting STES energy density
and fixed capacity costs are far from those of potassium carbonate. A
STES lifetime (ltSTES ) of 20 years has been assumed. However, this will
effectively depend on, among other factors, the material stability and
degradation over time. A shorter system lifetime would increase the
yearly STES investment cost (Eq. (3.23)) and will negatively impact on
the relative profit increase (Fig. 5.13). Moreover, no thermal losses
have been assumed in the STES. In a real system, part of the charging
and discharging STES energy is lost due to thermal losses.
The STES fan and the heat recovery unit (HR) efficiencies have been
selected based on typical nominal values and are assumed constant.
However, these quantities are not normally fixed and vary according to
the system operating conditions. From the economic perspective, this
analysis has been done by considering the electricity markets for two
specific years from two specific countries. Therefore, the conclusions of
this analysis are bounded to the economic frameworks in which they
have been carried out. Moreover, the time resolution of the optimization model is 2 h. Finer resolutions (i.e. hourly or every 15 min) can
give more accurate insights on the overall system profits since eventual
local price spikes are averaged over the time intervals. However, the
computational costs of the model would increase exponentially.
Concerning the component dynamics, in this work it is assumed that
a steady behavior is present for each component within a single timestep ( t = 2 h). However, in real systems, the individual component
dynamics have an influence on the results, and they should be investigated with more detailed dynamic system simulations.
Regarding the CM market, the CM-event has been arbitrarily placed
in a specific period of the year, in winter, in which the DHN demand is
relatively high. The CM-event location will have an impact on the RPI
for a specific STES size. If, for example, a CM-event would happen in
summer, it is probable that a smaller STES could maximize the system
profits because the DHN demand would be lower and the ORC could
already use most of the main heating grid mass flow. However, by
placing the CM-event in winter, a worst-case scenario for the STES size
is considered. Therefore, the yearly committed ORC capacity to the CM
market could be guaranteed through the whole year with this approach.
Finally, the STOR profile has been produced based on a probabilitybased approach. Further investigations involving multiple STOR profiles produced with the same approach should be performed to investigate the sensitivity of the STOR profile on the system profits.
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6.2. Conclusions
The integration of a sorption thermal energy storage (STES) in an
energy system operating in different energy markets has been investigated. The energy system consists of a main heating grid supplying
thermal energy to a low temperature district heating network (DHN)
and an organic Rankine cycle (ORC). The impact of integrating a STES
in different scenarios, with the aim of maximizing the overall energy
system profits, has been investigated.
It has been found that the STES integration is not profitable for
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